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MIRRORS 

Name Ref  Height  Width  Retail price  Retail price 
(ex vat) (inc vat) 

ADAM M5 118cm (46½”) 60cm (23¾”) £1,920

ANTOINETTE M7 110cm (43”) 46cm (18”) £1,820

ARCUS

BELGRAVE M28  110cm (43”) 61cm (24”) £3,500

BUCKINGHAM M24 120cm (47”) 92cm (36”) £3,600

CATHAY M31 124cm (49”) 59cm (23¼”) £2,180

CATHERINE M10 118cm (46½”) 43cm (17”) £2,200

CHINOISERIE M1 135cm (53”) 78cm (31”) £3,950

CHIPPENDALE M9 107cm (42”) 56cm (22”) £1,400 £1,680

EMPIRE M6 100cm (39”) 50cm (19½”)  £1,570

FLORENTINE* M23 90cm (35½”) 80cm (31½”) £2,220

£2,304

£2,184

£4,200

£4,320

£2,640

£4,740

£2,616

M32/S  100cm (39½”) 60cm (23¾”) £1,700 £1,190

M32/L  120cm (47”) 60cm (23¾”) £1,850 £1,295

Small 

Large 

GEORGIAN* Small M21S 107cm (42”) 84cm (33”) £1,600

Medium M21M 160cm (63”) 90cm (35½”)  £1,950

Large M21L 190cm (75”)  100cm (39½”)  £2,450

GRECIAN M13 100cm (39”) 51cm (20”) £2,050

NELSON M8 90cm (35½”) 60cm (23¾”) £1,400

NEOCLASSICAL M20 92cm (36”) 64cm (25”) £1,550

OLYMPUS M27 120cm (47”) 69cm (27”) £3,550

PANELLED M30 170cm (67”) 125cm (49¼”) £4,990

ROCOCO M25 112cm (44”) 61cm (24”) £2,480

WINDSOR M4 125cm (49½”) 60cm (23¾”) £1,750

 *Available in bespoke sizes.

All mirrors are available in 10 standard finishes except the Neoclassical mirror. This is available only in Cherry wood with Ebony and Gold detail.
All mirrors are available with clear or antiqued mirror. 

FLUTED M29 180cm (70¾”) 140cm (55”) £3,050

ORBIS M33 70cm (27½”) 70cm (27½”)

£1,900Plain M34 70cm (27½”) 70cm (27½”)

£1,950

£1,884

£2,664

£1,920

£2,340 

£2,940 

£2,460

£1,680

£1,860

£4,260

£5,988

£2,976

£2,100

£3,660

£2,280

£2,340



WALL LIGHTS 

Name Ref  Height  Width Depth  Retail price  Retail price 
(ex vat) (inc vat)  

ADAM Small WL1S 77.5cm (30½”) 30.5cm (12”)  17cm (6¼”)  £1,330

Large WL1L 113cm (44”)  40cm (16”)  17cm (6¼”) £1,350 

ATHENA WL5 63cm (25”)  38cm (15”)  27.5cm (10¾”)  £1,330

BAROQUE WL22 53.5cm (21”) 38cm (15”)  22cm (8¾”) £1,280

DELPHIS WL23 108cm (42½”) 30cm (12”) 20cm (8”) £2,160

DEVON WL11 58cm (23”) 29cm (11½”)  11cm (4¼”)  £690

EMPIRE WL15 74cm (29”) 33cm (13”) 17cm (6¾”) £1,400

HANOVER* WL24 82cm (32”)  31.5cm (12¼”) 24cm (9½”) £1,230

MINERVA* WL14 94cm (37”) 38cm (15”) 26cm (10¼”) £1,440

OAKLEAF WL18 38cm (15”) 25cm (10”) 10.5cm (4¼”) £429

PISA WL16 49cm (19¼”) 40cm (15¾”)  26cm (10¼”) £890

REGENCY* WL4 61cm (24”) 26cm (10½”) 19cm (7½”) £1,245

ROCOCO WL35 69cm (27”) 31cm (12¼”) 15cm (6”) £1,450

SIENA WL19 52.5cm (20½”) 76cm (30”) 18cm (7”) £1,220

TRAFALGAR* WL7 95cm (37”) 42cm (16½”) 21cm (8¼”) £1,400

TURINO WL17 37cm (14½”) 43cm (17”) 24cm (9½”) £790

VERONA 2 Branch WL21  61cm (24”)  50cm (19½”)  27.5cm (11”)  £1,010 

3 Branch WL20 61cm (24”)  58cm (23”)  26cm (10½”)  £1,130 

WHEATSHEAF WL10 39cm (15½”)  30cm (12”) 11cm (5½”) £570

WINDSOR WL3 64cm (25”)  30cm (12”) 17.5cm (6¾”) £940

WOODBURY WL32 40cm (15¾”)  12cm (4¾”) 15cm (6”) £350

 *Available as left and right facing wall light.

All lights are available in 10 standard finishes. Except Oakleaf, Siena, Verona & Borghese lights. These are available in one finish only. 

£1,596 

£1,620 

£1,596

£1,536

£2,592

£828

£1,680

£1,476

£1,728

£514

£1,068

£1,494

£1,740

£1,464

£1,680

£948

£1,212 

£1,356 

£684

£1,128

£420



CEILING LIGHTS 

Name Ref  Height Diameter Retail price  Retail price 
(ex vat) (inc vat)  

BLENHEIM CL8 82cm (32”) 94cm (37”)  £3,050

BORGHESE 12 arm CL5/A 110cm (43”)  115cm (45”)  £4,550 

10 arm CL5/B 110cm (43”)  115cm (45”)  £3,850 

8 arm CL5/C 85cm (33½”) 100cm (39½”) £2,850 

6 arm  CL5/D 85cm (33½”) 85cm (33½”)  £2,670 

5 arm CL5/E 85cm (33½”) 85cm (33½”)  £2,400 

CHATSWORTH CL7 82cm (32”)  87cm (34”) £3,700 

LAMPSHADES

Name Ref  
Dimensions

(top diameter x H x bottom diameter) 

£3,660 

£5,460 

£4,620 

£3,420 

£3,204 

£2,880 

£4,440 

Retail price  Retail price 
(ex vat) (inc vat)  

PARCHMENT LAMP SHADE - Large  5x10x14cm (2x4x5½”) £65 £78 

PARCHMENT LAMP SHADE - SMALL  5x10x9cm (2x4x3½”) £65 £78

EXTRA WAX TUBE  £20 £24 

 LAMP SHADE - Large  5x10x14cm (2x4x5½”) £65 £78 

 LAMP SHADE - SMALL  5x10x9cm (2x4x3½”) £65 £78
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GENERAL INFORMATION

All measurements are approximate. 

Beaumont and Fletcher’s collection of  mirrors and wall lights are faithfully 
copied from antique originals, carved in wood and gilded by hand.

FINISHES

Mirrors and lights are available in a number of  colours and finishes. 

Please specify finish required when placing order.

MIRRORS

All mirrors are supplied with antiqued glass unless otherwise specified.

Bevelled mirrors can be provided, price on application.

WALL LIGHTS

Wall lights should be used with candle bulbs of  a maximum 25 watts. 

Please note that lampshades are not included in the wall light price.

Lighting is provided with European Edison screw fitting. 

Price of  alternative wiring is not included - price on application.

LEAD TIMES

Approximate lead time for special orders is 10-12 weeks from receipt of  50% 
non-refundable deposit. 

GENERAL

Export packaging is not included. 

All prices are ex works.

CONDITIONS OF SALE

The following terms and conditions apply to every offer, quotation, acceptance 
and contract for the supply or sale of  goods by Beaumont & Fletcher Ltd. 
Acceptance of  these terms and conditions is signified and implied by the 
customer ordering goods. No change to these terms and conditions shall be 
deemed to be part of  the contract unless agreed in  
writing by Beaumont & Fletcher before the order is placed.

Title: Title to, and ownership of  the relevant goods remain the absolute and 
unencumbered property of  Beaumont & Fletcher Ltd, until payment in full is 
received.

Delivery: It is company policy to organise prompt deliveries, but any promise 
made, whilst done so in good faith, is not guaranteed  
and we shall not be liable for the consequence of  any delay whatsoever, and 
howsoever occasioned. Intermediary agents,  (e.g. shippers or packers) shall be 
deemed to be the agent of  the purchaser.

Liability: All goods are supplied by us on condition that our liability for any 
fault or defect in the quality, condition, description or fitness for any purpose, is 
limited in amount to a sum not exceeding the purchase price of  the particular 
goods. On no circumstances whatsoever shall the company be liable for indirect 
or consequential loss or damage.

Errors and Omissions: Price lists, brochures, printed material and internet 
information are all believed to be correct at the time of  publication, but 
no guarantee may be taken or inferred as to their absolute accuracy and 
Beaumont & Fletcher Ltd accept no  
liability for any errors or omissions.

Beaumont & Fletcher Ltd reserves the right to change prices and specifications 
at any time.




